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ABSTRAC T

This paper aims at a re-examination of primary source material in order to unveil a clearer and more comprehensive framework concerning the Arab-Byzantine seafaring and warfare in the Medieval Balkans and the
Eastern Mediterranean especially in Thessaloniki the largest Balkan city of the Byzantine Empire. Leo of Tripoli
and Damian of Tyre, two well-educated and experts in naval tactics converted from Christianity to Islam and
initiated massive campaigns – and not piratical assaults – in the Balkans due to the huge antagonism for thalassocracy in the Mediterranean Sea. In this study I argue that the Arabs as well as the Byzantines were acting
with fairly lawful practices during their campaigns and the Muslim fleet has been on an equal footing with the
Byzantine fleet only after the 3rd–4th AH (9th–10th AD) centuries. It is thus impossible to construe historical events
related to the Arab-Byzantine seafaring without researching and analyzing Arabic sources.
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Introduction
Leo of Tripoli and Damian of Tyre, despite the fact that they have not yet been studied by scholars in depth, undoubtedly had played a decisive role concerning the relations
between the Byzantines and the Arabs in the Balkans in the Middle Ages and especially
for the years between 256–318 AH (870–930 AD)1 (Karpozilos 2002). Eyewitnesses, contemporary historians, Arabic, Byzantine and other primary sources reveal several important
aspects regarding these two significant figures which have the ability to fill some gaps regarding the struggle between the Muslims and the Byzantines in this period, which needs
further analysis and objective interpretation.
Some of the most important Muslim naval commanders, such as Leo of Tripoli and
Damian of Tyre, (Rosenthal 1985, 148)2 were deserters from the Byzantine Empire that had
1 AD = Anno Domino (Christ Era) and AH = Anno Hijra (Muslim Date). 622 AD = 1 AH. See an indicated
table at info.charm.ru/library/AHxAD%20Converter.doc.
2 They were also known by other names. Al-Ṭabarī mentions Leo’s Arabic name: Ghulām Zurāfa
(
) which means the page/slave of Zurāfa. However, it is worth mentioning that both Arabic and Greek
words (especially the Greek translation: Λέων ὁ τοῡ Ζοράφα δοῡλος) do not mean that Leo was Zurāfa’s slave,
but rather a devoted attendant of his household. Moreover, we are not sure whether Leo of Tripoli and Rashīq
al-Wardāmī is one and the same person. Al-Kindī’s reference to Rashīq al-Wardāmī as Ghulām Zurāfa, does
not mean necessarily that Rashīq al-Wardāmī is identical with Leo of Tripoli. As the first is mentioned by alKindī during an ‘Abbāsid naval expedition against Tūlūnid Egypt in 291-2 AH (904-5 AD) and has nothing
to do with the sack of Thessaloniki in 291 AH (904 AD). Damian also was known as Damyana, and the page/
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converted to Islam. Leo, to consider his career first, was a Greek sailor from Attaleia. During the fifteenth year of the reign of the Byzantine emperor Leo VI the Wise, he served as
a captain in the Byzantine fleet. He firstly provided services under admiral Nicephoros
Phokas in Sicily, but got in trouble with him and after a serious quarrel he abandoned Phokas’s crew: Phokas was about to put Leo of Tripoli and his crew in irons for subordinations,
when Leo slipped off during the night and disappeared. It has been confirmed later on that
he deserted to Tripoli in Libya, to join the Byzantines’ enemies, the Saracens.
A Muslim high-ranked officer (maybe the governor of Tripoli) named Zurāfa
(
) took him as a page and then due to his military skills the emir of Tarsos appointed
him immediately commander and admiral of the Arab fleet since, according to Ioannes
Caminiates, Leo, it is said, was not only insidious and bellicose but he was also experienced
having skills in naval tactics and the ability to command his crew successfully. In three
years of raids he succeeded to rule and command as an admiral. In the eighteenth year of
Leo VI’s reign, his fleet laid siege and captured the second biggest Byzantine city on the
Balkans, Thessaloniki. Primary sources report a large number of captives during the sack of
the city from twenty to thirty thousand people: Byzantine soldiers and unarmed innocent
people, women, old men and children were hauled to Crete and to Libya as Caminiates
refers. However, Caminiates’s narration, as it is mentioned below, seems quite exaggerated
and unreliable, as Caminiates was imprisoned for a long time by Leo of Tripoli and presumably did not have the chance to explain with such details the entire siege and capture
of Thessaloniki.
According to al-Ṭabarī, who was followed by ‘Arib b. Sa’īd, Ibn al-Athīr and others,
at the end of Ramadan, 291 AH (August 15, 904 AD) a message from al-Raqqa had arrived
at Baghdad from ‘Abū Ma’ad with news from Tarsos. The dispatch indicated that God had
blessed a brave man to win a tremendous victory known as Ghulām Zurāfa or Rashīd alWardāmī3 in a raid then undertaken by him against the Byzantines at a city called Anṭaliya
(the indicated location rules out Antioch (Anṭakiya), but the comparison with Constantinople appears more applicable to Antioch than Anṭaliya, even though the latter was an impressive site) located on the seashore, they asserted that it equaled Constantinople (Thessaloniki) (ibid. 148). Ghulām Zurāfa had raided it powerfully by the sword captivating
many inhabitants. He reportedly killed five thousand men and captured a similar number
while rescuing four thousand Muslim captives. He found sixty Byzantine ships and loaded
them with the booty he had seized: gold, silver, goods and slaves. He estimated the share
of every participant in that raid, and it came to a thousand dinars. Moreover, Mas‘ūdī gives
the correct name of Thessaloniki (Sālūnīka) but also he includes it in his list of the Byzantine
themes: “the theme of Sālūnīka: the city which Lāwn (Leo) (or?) Ghulām Zurāfa conquered
by sea in 291 AH (904 AD) in the Caliphate of al-Muktafī, it is a great city built before Constantinople itself…” (Al-Mas‘ūdī 1984, 180).
According to similar Byzantine sources Leo of Tripoli after his conversion to Islam
was known and by other names such as Ghulām Zurāfa (meaning slave of Zurāfa) and
Rashīq al-Wardāmī, probably from the Greek Mardaites (coming from Attaleia). Thus, he

slave of Yāzamān. The vocalization is based on Greek Damianos (Δαμιανός). He was the page of the eunuch
Yāzamān, who had switched allegiance to Khumārawayh in 277 AH (890 AD) and died on Friday, Rajab 14, 278
AH (Friday, October 22, 891 AD).
3 Zurāfa was presumably the court official who briefly played a significant role during the caliphate
of al-Muntasir.
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became the terror of the Mediterranean during the early 4th AH (10th AD) century. At the
same time, Leo did not regret joining the Arab fleet. However, some Byzantine and Arab
primary sources allege that Leo had been compelled to convert to Islam by his former captors and this is the reason that became Muslim and admiral of the Arab fleet.
As far as Zurāfa is concerned, he was at first a chamberlain in the ‘Abbāsid court at
Baghdad in the mid 3rd AH (9th AD) century. He was in the palace when Caliph al-Mutawakkil was killed in 247 AH (861 AD) and continued to work for his successor Caliph alMuntasir. Mas‘ūdī also called Zurāfa as the governor of Tripoli. It is also plausible that it
was Caliph al-Musta‘in (248–52 AH [862–66 AD]) who appointed Zurāfa to this office probably in 249 AH (863 AD). In parallel, the Syrian fleet based in Tripoli continued to make numerous and formidable raids on the Byzantine coastlines and islands of the Aegean. During
one of the raids against Attaleia the Syrian ships returned with Greek captives among them
was a boy called Leo, whom Zurāfa picked up for himself. The date at which this raid took
place and the details unfortunately cannot be established with certainty. Thus, Leo was
brought up with other boys (Ghulāms) in the household of Zurāfa and was known after his
master as Ghulām Zurāfa (probably another slave would have been also Damianos). Living
in Tripoli, Leo was converted to Islam encouraged to indulge in naval activities and not before long he became a distinguished commander highly skilled in naval warfare and tactics.
Mas‘ūdī claimed to have met him in connection with his inquiries about the Mediterranean.
He does not specify the date of his meeting with Leo of Tripoli, but merely puts it sometime
after 300 AH (912 AD).

The Sack of Thessaloniki in 291 AH (904 AD)
The Byzantine sources point out that Leo of Tripoli did his preparation in Tarsos and
originally planned to attack Constantinople and while in the midst of his course in the Propontis he changed his mind and headed against Thessaloniki. Furthermore, the Byzantine
sources give a straightforward account of his withdrawal from the Propontis mentioning
the names of towns and islands he passed on his way back (Bekker 1838, 307). From Parion
he passed on Lampsacos, Abydos, Tenedos and northward Imbros, Samothrace and came
to anchor at Thasos. We do not know how long did Leo of Tripoli remain in Thasos but
there is reason to believe that while doing his final preparations at the island more Muslim
ships operating in the Aegean Sea joined his naval force. It has been said that Leo of Tripoli
resided in Thasos because this island had a plenty of timber and other valuable supplies
for the Muslim fleet (Agius 2008, 175-185). Three years after his victory in Thessaloniki
he continued to turn up the heat for the Byzantine fleet in the Mediterranean Sea. Firstly,
gathering a fleet from Tarsos and Laodicea, he sailed up the Dardanelles, and assaulted
the capital of the Byzantine Empire, Constantinople, unsuccessfully. In May 300 AH (912
AD), Leo and his fellow, another Greek renegade converted to Islam, Damianos of Tyre,
ambushed the remarkable imperial fleet of Himerios, the foreign minister or Logothete of the
Drome (λογοθέτης τοῡ δρόμου), forcing them to fight and finally annihilating them with a
perfect naval tactic near the coastline of Chandax in Crete. In 309 AH (921–2 AD), Leo headed again for the Aegean Sea and devastated Lemnos. After this naval battle Leo’s forces had
no problem getting supplies from other Aegean islands, such as Samos, Chios, Lemnos and
Cyprus, using their fast ships. During the same year Leo of Tripoli was defeated by John
Radhenos (d. after 312 AH [924 AD]) who was patrikios and droungarios (admiral) on the
Byzantine fleet. Finally, the sack of Thessaloniki in 291 AH (904 AD) by the Syrian leader of
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Fig. 1. Nicetas Ooryphas, a Byzantine admiral and ‘droungarios tou ploimou’ (δρουγγάριος του
πλωίμου) torturing Muslim captives during his naval expedition in the Ionian Sea in the late 3rd
AH (9th AD) century. Skylitzes Manuscript. National library of Madrid (after Christides 2000, 17)
Обр. 1. Никетас Оорифас, византийски адмирал (δρουγγάριος του πλωίμου), измъчващ
мюсюлмански пленници по време на неговата военноморска експедиция в Йонийско море в
края на III в. AH / IX в. сл. Хр. Ръкопис на Скилицес, Национална библиотека на Мадрид
(по Christides 2000, 17)
Byzantine origin, Leo of Tripoli, was not mere piracy but part of the ongoing war of attrition
in keeping with the Byzantine attacks on the Egyptian town Damietta and on the Syrian
ports. Here, we must emphasize that the so-called blood-thirsty pirate Leo of Tripoli was
actually the governor of Tripoli. In Syria al-Mas‘ūdī met the renowned Leo of Tripoli as it
has been mentioned above. From him the historian received much of his information about
Byzantium. But perhaps the largest and most infamous of the naval jihād campaigns during
this period was the sack and pillage of Thessaloniki (fig. 1).
A ‘multi-dimensional’ model is applied in this paper as it presents and explains historical facts far from any political, ideological and religious expediency. Summing up all
facts and sources, Christian and Muslim materials and texts, we can infer that the ‘truth’
can be revealed only if we ‘marginalize’ all exaggerated and biased incidents which could
harm the authenticity of sources. Thus, the ‘multi-dimensional’ model can be applied as a
productive and distinguished method of construing historical events beyond any prejudice,
misrepresentations, and misconceptions.
In addition, during Sha‘bān 291AH (July 904 AD), under the command of the Muslim
convert Leo of Tripoli, more than ten thousand Cretan Arabs, Syrians, and North Africans
briefly besieged, and then captured Thessaloniki, slaughtering and enslaving its inhabitants (more than 22000 slaves were taken), and causing great physical destruction to the
city. Caminiates provided an eyewitness account of these events, recorded in his chronicle.
Caminiates, his elderly father, and his brother, taken prisoner while they tried to escape by
the ramparts, were spared their lives because they promised their captors a large amount
of dinars. They were marched as prisoners through the city, and thus witnessed the terrible
carnage of their fellow townspeople. Caminiates’s narrative reveals that:
“The Thessalonians tried to escape through the streets, pursued by the Saracens, who
were unleashed like wild beasts. In their panic, men, women, the elderly, and children, fell into each other’s arms to give each other one last kiss. The enemy hit with
no mercy. Parents were killed, while trying to defend their children. No one was
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Fig. 2. Model of a dromon-shīnī forecastle (ξυλόκαστρον) made by Oinousses project team
(after Christides 2000, 6)
Обр. 2. Модел на „дромон-шини “ бак (ξυλόκαστρον), изготвен от екипа на проекта
Oinousses (по Christides 2000. 6)
spared: women, children, the elderly, all were immediately pierced by the sword.
The poor wretches ran through the town, or tried to hide inside the caves; some of
them, believing they could find refuge inside a church, would seek shelter inside,
while others tried to scale the walls of the ramparts, from where they jumped into the
void and crashed to the ground. Nuns, petrified with fear, with their hair disheveled,
tried to escape, and ended up by the thousands in the hands of the barbarians, who
killed the older ones, and sent the younger and more attractive ones into captivity
and dishonor… The Saracens (Muslims) also massacred the unfortunate people who
had sought refuge inside churches” (Bekker 1838, 538-539).
In 291 AH (904 AD) a Saracen fleet, defeated by the Imperial fleet not far from Constantinople, turned aside and attacked Thessaloniki. The city’s walls were in bad condition
and its two commanders were at each other’s throats; after three days, on Sha‘bān 291 AH
(July 904) the city fell4. After a week of bloodshed and massacre – as Caminiates alleges –
the Saracens left, taking with them priceless treasures and over 30000 prisoners. This number is again exaggerated. In parallel, Emperor Leo rebuilt the fortifications of Thessaloniki,
and the Imperial fleet, destroying the Saracen ships sent out to intercept it, laid waste the
large Saracen seaport of Tarsos in revenge. Leo of Tripoli, the Greek renegade who had led
the raid on Thessaloniki, made further devastating attacks on the Empire, but was finally
defeated and his fleet destroyed by John Curcuas (d. after 338 AH [949 AD]) in 311 AH (923
4 Date of conquest of Thessaloniki by the Muslims: 291 AH (904 AD); In Greek: ‘Από κτίσεως κόσμου
(Anno Mundi) 6412’ and in Latin: ‘Anno ab orbe condito 6412’.
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AD) (Norwich 1991, 110, 120, 149).
Damian of Tyre (Bekker 1838, 234.7-235.5), in a similar fashion to Leo, was a Greek
admiral that converted to Islam, collaborated closely with the Arabs. An apostate Christian,
it appears that initially he was a slave who became Muslim and a fear-inspiring admiral.
In the eastern sources he is mentioned for the first time as emir (governor) of Tarsos during the year 292 AH (905 AD). In 295 AH (908 AD) he was found in Baghdad, from where
he had also been sent as head of incursive expedition in Egypt. In 299 AH (911–2 AD), he
headed again for the Aegean Sea and devastated Cyprus, having Tarsus as a base of operations. The time of his death is not universally agreed according to the primary sources. Ibn
al-Athīr refers that Damian, the emir of Tyre, commander of the ‘Armies’ and sovereign of
the Mediterranean Sea’ died in 311 AH (923 AD). Cedrenus reports that Damian, the emir
of Tyre, died from illness during a big operation against the Byzantines in 304–5 AH (917
AD). Sources are quite diverged regarding the death of Damian. A. Vasiliev claims that the
Saracen admiral Damian died in 301 AH (August 913 – July 914 AD) (Vasiliev 1902, 2, 145).
According to Byzantine sources, Damian was related to the invasion and terrible destruction in Cyprus in 299 AH (911–12 AD). Even if his military operation in the island is
seen as vengeance for the Arabs’ assault that had taken place a few months before under
the Byzantine admiral Himerios using Cyprus as his naval base, the aggressive Damian
nonetheless committed unprecedented acts of violence and ferocity upon the defenseless
population of Cyprus, which could not have had responsibility for the actions of Byzantine
dignitary. It has been reported in the Byzantine sources that Damian ran with his military
forces into the hinterland of Cyprus, burning, killing indiscreetly, as well as raping, plundering and taking captives. All the above facts have not been accepted by the Muslim authors who claim that on the one hand Damian attacked Cyprus but in no way with atrocities
and brutal methods (fig. 2).
The conflict between Byzantium and Islam in the Mediterranean attained its zenith
in the mid of the 3rd AH (9th AD) century until 354 AH (965 AD) when Nicephoros Phokas (352-8 AH [963-969 AD]) (Tougher 1997, 204-208, 211) recaptured Crete leading the
‘Abbāsid dynasty to collapse (Lassner 1980). Strengthening of the Byzantine fleet led the
Greeks to an enormous victory against the huge Muslim forces from Alexandria in Cyprus
in 129 AH (747 AD). Unfortunately, sources concerning this matter are meager but at least,
it is a common view through Byzantine chronographers that the Muslims retreated since
the Byzantines launched ‘Greek fire’ and burnt many Muslim warships.5
In the meantime, internal recession pushes the Umayyad dynasty into collapse while
a new dynasty emerged: The ‘Abbāsids try to make decisive changes in the Arab world
transferring the capital of the Caliphate from Damascus to Baghdad. This incident brought
some transformations of immense importance in the new Muslim era, which played a significant role not only in the internal but also in the external Muslim affairs especially concerning the struggle between their opponents in the sea. It is noteworthy highlighting the
fact that the two rival nations after the unsuccessful Muslim siege of Constantinople in
98–9 AH (717 AD) had flourished a period of sobriety and negotiation during the 2nd AH
(8th AD) century especially after 143 AH (760 AD) since the ‘Abbāsids focused on different
5 It has been said through Byzantine primary source material especially according to Skylitzes and
Cedrenus that the Greeks burnt all the Muslim shīnī using ‘Greek fire’ except three. (Skylitzes mentioned 1000
Muslim warships participated in this naval battle).
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Fig. 3. The sack of Thessaloniki by Leo of Tripoli in 291 AH (904 AD). Skylitzes Manuscript
(after Christides 2000, 16)
Обр. 3. Опустошението на Солун от Лъв от Триполи през 291 AH (904 AD).
Ръкопис на Скилица (по Christides 2000. 16)
area especially in Asia Minor and Taurus mountains where to the north hostile enemies
tried to get involved with Muslim regions. Thus, Byzantium continued to control most of
the Mediterranean islands; however the Muslim settlement in the North-West Africa and
Spain will dramatically change the balance of powers not only in the Mediterranean but in
Europe generally.
The tactic framework between Byzantium and Islam in the Mediterranean had
changed in the middle of the 3rd AH (9th AD) century – especially after the battle of Damietta – since the Muslims understood their weakness in the sea constructing a competitive
fleet equal to the Byzantines. Hence, the Muslims initiated a plan of expeditions in the Eastern Mediterranean during the reign of the Greek emperor Nicephoros I, when forces commanded by the ‘Abbāsid caliph Hārūn al-Rashīd embarked in Salamis, Cyprus, between the
years 190–3 AH (806–9 AD), they captured Cypriot regions. Byzantine ecclesiastical sources
claim that the Muslim forces tortured and kidnapped innocent people and destroyed Christian churches brutally, but there is no indication or accurate evidence for these allegations.
This is another key point empowering the ‘three-dimensional’ model that is applied in this
study. That is ecclesiastical and other biased works of Christian clergy even if they provide
invaluable information about historical events and shed an additional light to further research, there seem to consist unfortunately in various misconceptions and overestimated
arguments which mislead research as they mix reality with myths and legends. The ‘threedimensional’ model strictly criticizes ideological, religious and self-interested sources, and
in parallel it focuses only on ‘crossbred’ sources far from exaggerations.
However, the decisive turning point between the two medieval powers was certainly
the conquest of Crete by the Muslim fleet led by ‘Abū Ḥafṣ (Abū Ḥafṣ ‘Umar al-Ballūtī also
known in Byzantine sources as Απόχαψ, a native of al-Ballūt, now Campo de Calatrava)
(Dozy 1913, 254) in ca. 209 AH (824 AD) (Christides 1984). Since this victory helped the
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Fig. 4. Imaginary drawing a Byzantine dromon – upper level 6th century and lower level 8th
century AD (after Bonino 1991, 41)
Обр. 4. Предполагаем вид на византийски дромон:
горе – V в.р долу – VIII в. (по Bonino 1991, 41)
Muslim fleet in order to permanently embark and control the Eastern Mediterranean having strong naval forces in Cyprus and Crete, the biggest islands in the Eastern Mediterranean (Bekker 1838, 77). This victory was also of immense importance, given the strategic
significance of the island in the Aegean Sea. V. Christides states that Crete “separates or
rather connects on the one hand the Aegean Sea and the Greek peninsula, and on the other
hand Asia Minor, Syria and Egypt” (Christides 1984, 38), while G. C. Miles observes the island as “that all-important strategic key to the evanescent but sporadically long-protracted
Arab success not only in the Aegean as well as in the Ionian and Adriatic Seas” (Miles 1964,
10) (fig. 3).
Meanwhile, this situation seems to have met a response from the Byzantines, for they
directed their attention to the condition and status of their navy. Thus, by the end of the 3rd–
4th AH (early 9th–10th AD) centuries, according to the Kletorogion of Philotheos, the officium
of the droungarios (Kazhdan 1991, 663-664) of the fleet had been organized, and two new
maritime themes, those of the Aegean Sea and Samos, had been created to take their place
alongside that of the extant Cibyrrheotai theme. These innovations occurred at some point
between the early reign of Michael III and in 286 AH (899 AD) when Philotheos wrote his
work. A likely moment for these innovations is the reign of Basil I, which saw a marked
increase in the use and prominence of the Byzantine navy (Ahrweiler 1966, 99) especially
with the most renowned warship, dromon (fig. 4).
Despite the defeat, Crete and Cyprus remained under Muslim sovereignty. Also, Ara-
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Fig. 5. Map of the fortress and defenses of Constantinople during the Muslim age in 52 AH
(672 AD) and 98 AH (717 AD) (after Luttwak 2009, 68)
Обр. 5. Крепостта и защитите на Константинопол по време на мюсюлманската епоха
през 52 AH (672 AD) и 98 AH (717 AD) (по Luttwak 2009, 68).
bic action in the Mediterranean motivated other Muslim emirs in order to expand Islam in
Europe starting with the Aegean Sea. Hence, Yāzamān (Damian), the emir of Tarsos with
30 koumbaria tried to conquer the Euripus castle, and Chalkida in 266–7 AH (880 AD) unsuccessfully since the Byzantine general Oiniates repelled the rival forces. Moreover, the
Muslims from Sicily, observing this turbulence in the Mediterranean and the inability of the
Byzantines to stabilize their position in the Mediterranean, initiated assault on the Greek
coast causing serious damages to the Byzantine lands in 264 AH (878 AD). Around 266–7
AH (880 AD) the Arab fleet of 60 big warships initiated massive raids in Western Peloponnese, Kefalonia and Zakynthos. In two successive conflicts, the strong naval Byzantine forces led by the experienced admiral Nasser burned the fleet and continued successfully their
journey to Sicily and Southern Italy. In the late 3rd AH (9th AD) century, the Arab fleet while
benefiting from the continuing raids of the Byzantine fleet in Southern Italy and Bulgaria,
act calmly in the Eastern Mediterranean, causing damages to the islands and the Aegean
coast. Samos was besieged in 269–70 AH (883 AD) and three monasteries were destroyed
and also the leader of the Greek theme patrikios Paspallas was captured. The last Muslim assault before the sack of Thessaloniki by Leo of Tripoli was performed by Damyana (Dami-
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an). He then started his attacks from Dimitrias in 289 AH (902 AD) and continued plundering Lemnos and Cyprus in the early 4th AH (10th AD) century (Grumel 1936, 34-36) (fig. 5).

Conclusion
This paper aims to shed additional light on the conflict, interrelations, seafaring and
naval tactics between Byzantium and Islam in the Balkans and the Eastern Mediterranean,
especially in the 3th–4th AH (9th–10th AD) centuries, where the ‘Macedonian’ and the ‘Abbāsid
dynasties had risen reaching their zenith. Relations and contacts between the two powers
had surfaced much earlier during the ‘later Roman Empire’ in the 3rd BAH (before Anno
Hijra) (4th AD) century. Before the era of Muḥammad, the Arabs, even though they were not
able to initiate naval campaigns, due to the absence of an organized fleet, witnessed the
establishment of Arab ascendancy in the Balkans and Mediterranean Sea in the 3th–4th AH
(9th–10th AD) centuries, as they had developed a great, fearsome army. It can be inferred that
the silent, but solid growth of a number of factors that went into the making of the historic
foundation of Islam, became crucially related to the antagonism for supremacy in the Mediterranean Sea and expansion in the Middle East.
On the one hand, it is more prudent to mention that many ideas or arguments analyzed in this article have been already discussed and ‘recycled’ in the scientific society
dealing with the Arab-Byzantine naval relations and affairs in the Medieval Balkans and
Mediterranean Sea. On the other hand, my further intention is to fill some gaps on particular issues that, from my point of view, need reexamination and reassessment. I am quite
convinced that through this study the reader could easily understand that Byzantium and
Islam went through a period of tension due to the needs of thalassocracy in the Mediterranean Sea. There was a continuous, common objective for both of them: supremacy and
sovereignty in the Mediterranean and the Balkans, as sea-supremacy was of paramount
importance and consequently maritime intelligence provided a major deterrence against
severe challenge by any of the enemies. We should not however ignore the fact that there
was also a period of commercial and transcultural relations between Byzantium and Islam
where the two powers cooperated setting aside tensions and conflicts.
It is worth mentioning that one of the most significant research questions of this paper is whether Leo of Tripoli and Damian of Tyre were pirates (using their occupied regions
as piracy nests) or they developed organized, systematic expeditions in the Mediterranean
Sea respecting the ‘rules’ of war. For instance, views concerning the settlement of the Muslims in Cyprus are controversial; evaluating Christian sources, it can be inferred that the
Muslims embarked to Cyprus having only one target; the ruthless devastation of the island
and the blood-thirsty capture of the inhabitants.
On the other hand, Muslim source material absolutely disagrees by saying that
Mu‘āwiya’s insistence on attacking Cyprus was not simply an outburst of ambition to initiate a massive maritime jihād in order to expand the holly Qur‘ān. Cyprus, due to its vital
geopolitical position was crucial for the Muslims’ defense of Egypt, Syria and Palestine and
for the survival of the newly established Arab state in general as well as Thessaloniki on the
Balkans. In parallel, the goal of the Muslims in the Aegean was to create a chain of islands
from Cyprus to Rhodes, encircling the Byzantine Empire and opening the path to the capture of Thessaloniki and, the biggest target, the conquest of Constantinople that had been a
dream unfulfilled until the age of the Ottomans.
This issue (whether Muslims behaved as pirates or not) can be construed by evaluat-
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ing both Byzantine and Arabic primary source material with special care and impartially.
It is far from true to assume that the Muslim fleet, especially in the period we study (early
3rd–4th AH [mid 9th–10th] centuries) had a piratic behavior. There is abundant proof and
evidence, which gives us the right to infer that the Muslims were not merely bloodthirsty,
cruel, infidel ‘barbarians’ (as several times it had been told by Christian authors), who have
been torturing captives and innocent citizens (as many Greek ecclesiastical works claim)
but contrarily they had developed an organized fleet (after the 1st AH [7th AD] century)
ready to compete with the royal Byzantine fleet on an equal footing.
To end this discussion, it should be emphasized that Caminiates’s narration represents a cyclic change in the aesthetic of the Byzantine literature which by far exceeds the
standards of the 4th AH (10th AD) century (Christides 1981, 10). Several byzantinists such as
A.P. Kazhdan and V. Christides, claim that Caminiates’s text was a later composition of the
9th AH (15th AD) century and not an authentic work of the early fourth/tenth century which
seems a logical conclusion for the reasons below: (a) Christides contends that it would be
impossible for Caminiates to describe the city with such detail as he had been in prison for
a long time.6 Another logical suspicion, according to Kazhdan, is that the prose and genre
of the description and the ‘encomium’ of the city, was not known in Byzantine literature
before the 7th AH (13th AD) century. Caminiates’s narration resembles enough the speech by
Theodore Laskaris, glorifying Nicaea, the new Capital of the empire in the 7th AH (13th AD)
century (Fenster 1968, 178-184)7.
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Арабско-византийското мореплаване на Балканите
и Източното Средиземноморие: портрети на Лъв
от Триполи и Дамян от Тир по първични извори
(резюме)

Ставрос Панайоту

Тази статия има за цел да хвърли допълнителна светлина върху конфликтите,
взаимоотношенията, мореплаването и военноморските тактики между Византия и
ислямския свят на Балканите, особено през III–IV в. AH (Anno Hijra – мюсюлманско
датиране) и IX–X в. AD (сл. Хр.), когато Македонската и Абасидската династия се издигат, достигайки своя зенит. Отношенията и контактите между двете сили се появяват много по-рано – по време на късната Римска империя в III–IV в. Преди епохата
на Мохамед арабите, въпреки че не са били в състояние да инициират военноморски
кампании поради липсата на организирана флота, установяват доминация в Средиземноморието, благодарение на изкрючително силната си армия. Може да се заключи, че появата и задълбочаването на редица фактори, представляващи историческата
основа на исляма, са свързани с борбата за превъзходство на Балканите и Източното
Средиземноморие.
Това изследване се занимава в частност с морското военно дело, както и с личността и делата на Лъв от Триполи и Дамян от Тир на базата на първични извори, особено от времето на опустошаването на Солун от мюсюлманската флота през
904 г. Това събитие обаче не е инцидентно, а част от цялостния план на Абасидските
мюсюлмани да отслабят византийската държава като атакуват втория по значимост
град след Константинопол. Трябва да се отбележи и обстоятелството, че екипажът на
византийската флота се състои от безскрупулни войници с недостатъчна професионална подготовка.
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